Feelings PowerPoint

Summary
Students will be able to identify a maximum of ten feelings. Show a cause for that feeling. Show how that feeling felt by them can have an effect on those around them.

Main Core Tie
Health Education - 2nd Grade
Strand 2: MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH (MEH) Standard 2.MEH.1:

Additional Core Ties
Health Education - 5th Grade
Strand 1: HEALTH FOUNDATIONS AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS OF HEALTHY SELF (HF) Standard 5.HF.3:
Health Education - 6th Grade
Strand 1: HEALTH FOUNDATIONS AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS OF HEALTHY SELF (HF) Standard 6.HF.5:

Time Frame
8 class periods of 30 minutes each

Group Size
Small Groups

Life Skills
Aesthetics, Thinking & Reasoning, Communication, Character

Materials
Feelings template for power point
Feelings chart
Computer

Background for Teachers
Understanding of cause and effect of feelings and how to do a power point presentation

Student Prior Knowledge
Students will have completed lessons on feelings and lessons about themselves. Students need to be aware of their own feelings and what causes them. They would have learned this in prior lessons.

Intended Learning Outcomes
Students will be able to express their feelings and show an understanding of how they and their actions due to their feelings can effect others.

Instructional Procedures
Students will use feelings template to draw out their power point story boards
Students will then have their story boards checked by teacher before going on computer to produce power point slides
After slides are done students may add transitions, animation and music to complete their slide
Rubrics
Feelings assessment
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